Intel Unite Solution with
BluescapeNow:
Work Better, Together
Collaboration is all about working together, and
that includes running better meetings. The
unique combination of Intel Unite® Solution and
BluescapeNowTM boosts meeting productivity and team
collaboration. Meetings start quickly and effortlessly, so
teams can spend more time getting actual work done.

What is Intel Unite Solution?
The Intel Unite Solution powers productive and more
secure collaboration. Meetings start instantly with easy
wireless content sharing across room displays and other
devices connected to the corporate network.

“With BluescapeNow and Intel Unite
Solution, teams can more efficiently
start meetings and make decisions
together, exploring ideas in a highly
visual way that feels entirely natural.”
—Peter Jackson, CEO, Bluescape

Top reasons you'll love it.
What is BluescapeNow?

• Meetings start instantly and stay on track

BluescapeNow is an online whiteboard that allows you
to express your thoughts and ideas with images, links,
notes, and annotations. BluescapeNow brings visions to
life by allowing teams to collaborate and share content
in a persistent canvas.

• Provides a unique creative collaboration experience

BluescapeNow is the free entry point into the Bluescape
family of products. Enterprise products are available as
users require additional capabilities.

Why Intel Unite Solution and BluescapeNow?
Intel Unite Solution with BluescapeNow allows teams to:
• Combine the meeting efficiencies of Intel
Unite Solution with the interactive collaboration of
BluescapeNow
• Unify screen sharing and powerful online
whiteboards to deliver an immersive experience with
team members across the globe
• Reduce miscommunication and pick up meetings right
where they left off

• It's always available—anywhere, anytime
• It's scalable and secure for all kinds of businesses

Top reasons your tech team will love it, too.
• No time wasted with dongles, adapters, dial-ins, or bridges
• Works in all kinds of meeting scenarios: mobile and
personal workstations, huddle-rooms, innovation centers,
collaboration suites, conference rooms, training rooms,
executive briefing centers, and more
• Easy to install, maintain, and upgrade

See it in action.

We’d love to show you how, together, Intel Unite
Solution and BluescapeNow can help you work
better. Learn more at www.intel.com/unite or
email us at sales@bluescape.com.
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